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What is Remote Sensing? 
Remote Sensing (RS) is defined as the science and technology by which the characteristics of 
objects can be identified, measured or analyzed without direct contact.  Remote sensing as a 
technology started with the first photographs in the early nineteenth century. Simply put, RS 
involves identifying and measuring features on earth from a sensor in the air or space. 

How is RS data captured? 
Satellites and aircraft equipped with sensors (specialized cameras) capture the majority of RS 
data, but RS sensors can be mounted on helicopters, vessels, tripods, the space shuttle, etc.  
The first aerial photograph was obtained in 1858 by a camera mounted on a captive hot air 
balloon. 

What type of data can be captured? 
There is a broad range of data types that can be captured using RS, depending on the type of 
sensor used.  Sensors are devices that measure traveling energy, also known as radiation.  The 
electromagnetic spectrum (displayed below) expresses radiation in terms of wavelengths: 
 

 
Electromagnetic Spectrum.  Source:  http://images.google.com 

 
 
Each sensor is constructed to record specific wavelengths of radiation within a defined spectral 
range.  For example, the sensor on a common camera records visible light radiation, whereas a 
sensor on a weather satellite may record radiation in the radar spectral range.  
 
Here are some examples of common types of remotely sensed data and their applications: 
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Sensor:  IKONOS satellite. 
Spectral range: Panchromatic (black & white), visible light, near infra-red. 
Image below: True color image of Ayers Rock, Australia. 
Applications: Ground feature mapping, disaster assessment, urban planning, agricultural monitoring. 
Source:  http://www.geoeye.com/gallery/default.htm 

 
Sensor:  GOES satellite. 
Spectral range: Visible light, near-infrared, water vapor, thermal-IR 
Image below: Water vapor image of the Caribbean Ocean  
Applications: Precipitation mapping, volcanic ash, smoke tracking. 
Source:  http://www.goes.noaa.gov/browsh3.html 
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Sensor:  DMC (digital mapping camera) on an aircraft. 
Spectral range: Visible light, near-infrared 
Image below: Color infrared image of a residential area in Wisconsin. 
Applications: Vegetation mapping, tree identification, agricultural health assessment. 
Source:  http://www.ncdcimaging.com/water_resources.php 

 
Sensor:  Light direction and ranging (LiDAR) sensor on an aircraft. 
Spectral range: Ultraviolet. 
Image below: A 3-D rendition of Coors Field in Denver, CO created using LiDAR elevation data. 
Applications: Topography, bathymetry, building height mapping. 
Source:  http://www.merrick.com/servicelines/gis/lidarsamples.aspx 
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Passive and active remote sensing 
Remote sensors are classified as passive or active.  Passive sensors detect the reflected or 
emitted radiation from natural sources such as the earth’s surface.  Visible light, infra-red, and 
thermal are radiation types measured by passive sensors.  Active sensors detect reflected 
responses from objects which are irradiated from artificially generated energy sources, such as 
radar and lidar.  
 

Mapping RS data 
While remote sensing is a very useful technology in itself, it becomes much more powerful when 
combined with photogrammetry.  Photogrammetry is the science of making maps or scale 
drawings from aerial photographs or images.  It involves obtaining precise ground control 
coordinates which are used to geo-rectify the photos or imagery into a know coordinate system.  
Geo-rectifying remotely sensed data allows for precise measurements and mapping of features 
displayed on the photo or image.  It also enables a novice user to load the image into a 
Geographic Information System (GIS) to use as a base map for further mapping, analysis, 
manipulation, or display.  
 

Remote Sensing at Harvard 
Remote sensing technology is actively being used in numerous disciplines, including agriculture, 
archaeology, anthropology, atmospheric science, demography, disaster preparation and 
response, geology, homeland security, forestry, public health, social science, surveying, 
mapping, urban and land use, and many others.  The remote sensing industry is healthy and 
growing, involving thousands of private, public, governmental, and academic entities.  Airborne 
digital sensor technology is quickly becoming commonplace, and remote sensing satellites are 
being launched worldwide on nearly a monthly basis. 
 
At Harvard University, RS technology and applications are being used for many research 
projects by numerous departments.  The Harvard Forest Program, School of Public Health, 
Graduate School of Design, Harvard College Observatory, and Department of Anthropology all 
have ongoing projects that utilize the powerful analytical capability of RS technology.  The 
Harvard Center for Geographic Analysis (CGA) has a team of professionals well schooled in the 
science and applications of remote sensing, and is available for consultation regarding project 
specific uses of RS. 
 

For More Information 
This document barely scratches the surface of remote sensing technology and applications.  A 
variety of more in-depth documents regarding RS can be found online at: 
http://www.gis.harvard.edu/icb/icb.do?keyword=k235&pageid=icb.page24711  
RS and GIS software are available to all Harvard students.  For more information, please direct 
inquires to the CGA help desk at: contact@cga.harvard.edu  
 


